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Join us for the 2022 Formula 1® season finale in Abu Dhabi, undoubtedly one of the most prominent jewels
in F1® calendar. Held on the spectacular Yas Island, the 5.55-kilometre Yas Marina track is a shining example
of modern Formula 1® circuit design, with nine right turns and 12 left turns, it is one of the few venues on the
calendar to run in an anti-clockwise direction.
The circuit, with its artificial harbour resembles a Middle Eastern Monaco. Set against the iconic W Hotel,
formerly known as the Yas Viceroy, the cars pass beneath a bridge connecting the two parts of the hotel.
Illuminated by powerful lighting to ensure a seamless transition from day to night, race goers will enjoy the
wheel-to-wheel action set against a spectacular desert sunset and with many local hospitality packages
available serving the finest gourmet cuisine alongside unparalleled Arabic hospitality - plus the famous
Yasalam after race concerts - with international AAA artists performing. A pass at Yas Marina guarantees
plenty of action, luxuriant comforts and first-rate views.

VIP HOSPITALITY
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WHAT’S
INCLUDED
ů Access to exclusive lounge suite and private
outdoor balcony, located directly above the
team garages on the main straight
ů Grid photo experience
ů Guided lap of the circuit on an open-top truck
ů TVs showing all the racing action live
ů Gourmet dining served with fine wines
ů Open bar offering premium champagne,
spirits & cocktails
ů Suite hosts to assist you and your guests
ů Live entertainment throughout the day
ů Driver appearances from past and present F1®
legends
ů VIP Parking and access lanes - one
complimentary parking pass per three guests

Experience all the
action, excitement
and glamour F1® has
to offer by joining us
at Formula 1 Paddock
ClubTM in Abu Dhabi and watch all the action
unfold from the best
seats in the house.

FORMULA 1
PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY
PRICES

FRIDAY | $ 1,260.00

FORMULA 1
PADDOCK
CLUBTM

BAM VERDICT | As close as you can get to F1®
VIBE | Exclusive
CAPACITY | 3000+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Above the pit lane

| SAT & SUN | $ 6,195.00

VIP HOSPITALITY
PRICES

FRIDAY | $ 1,260.00

| 3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 6,825.00
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BAM VERDICT | As close as you can get to F1®
VIBE | Exclusive
CAPACITY | 3000+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Above the pit lane

| SAT & SUN | $ 6,195.00

| 3-DAY WEEKEND | $ 6,825.00
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You’ll gain a true insider’s view of how one of the fastest sports on the planet works by taking a tour of
the team’s garage, as well as daily pit lane walks for Paddock Club™ guests only*. From the comfort of
our luxury suite you’ll get even deeper insight in to the sport, as our team of experts take you through
a series of fascinating and fun F1® explained sessions and live pit links. Of course this wouldn’t be
complete without an appearance from the drivers* - as well as senior team personnel offering their
insight on the weekend’s strategy and the season ahead.

Enjoy the exclusive
Formula One Paddock
ClubTM experience as a
guest of your favourite
F1® team and support
their driving superstars
as they take to the
track for the Abu Dhabi
Grand Prix.

To ensure your weekend is as memorable as possible and your every need is taken care of, you’ll
experience exquisite cuisine based around the finest locally sourced ingredients and prepared by
world-class chefs. You can enjoy an open bar stocked with fine wines and champagne. You will also
receive a souvenir gift bag as a thank you for joining the team for the weekend.
Choose from: Scuderia Ferrari F1® or Red Bull Racing

* TBC subject to COVID-19 restrictions

Your ticket will provide you access to your chosen
team’s suite within the Paddock ClubTM - directly
above their garage, where you’ll be hosted by
a dedicated hospitality team in a relaxed and
vibrant atmosphere.
You’ll enjoy an exclusive view of the start grid and
pit lane, whilst screens inside the suite ensure you
don’t miss a second of the on-track action.

TEAM
PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY

BAM VERDICT | Paddock ClubTM with team benefits
VIBE | Up-close and personal
CAPACITY | 150+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Inside Paddock ClubTM

PRICES

TEAM
PADDOCK
CLUBTM
VIP HOSPITALITY

BAM VERDICT | Paddock ClubTM with team benefits
VIBE | Up-close and personal
CAPACITY | 150+
COST | £ £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Inside Paddock ClubTM

PRICES

CONTACT US

CONTACT US
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Turn 1 Hospitality
offers a sophisticated
experience with
world-class service
combining indoor
lounge access and
open terrace areas
with elevated views
of the start line, team
garages and pit lane.

TURN 1
HOSPITALITY
VIP HOSPITALITY

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

ů Access to comfortable shared lounge with full
hospitality - with exceptional views of the Opening
Ceremony, Turn 1 race action, and post-race
firework celebrations
ů Access to dedicated balcony and terrace
overlooking track
ů Alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages served at
the table (hops, premium grape & spirits with
sparkling grape & cocktails)
ů Fine dining experience with world-famous
Japanese-Peruvian restaurant, Nobu
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday)
ů Access to the Oasis areas; serving up F&B, F1®
merchandise and all-day entertainment (Friday Sunday)
ů Admission to Yasalam After Race Concerts
ů Complimentary pick-up and drop-off from
anywhere within Abu Dhabi OR complimentary
Parking Pass for every three tickets purchased

ů Access to comfortable shared lounge with full
hospitality - with elevated and panoramic views of
new track modifications at the Turn 5 hairpin
ů Views of the longest straight
ů Access to dedicated balcony and open terrace
overlooking track
ů Alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages served at
the table (hops, premium grape & spirits with
sparkling grape & cocktails)
ů Restaurant experience with premium a la carte
menu prepared by Michelin-Star chef’s team
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday)
ů Access to the Oasis areas; serving F&B, F1®
merchandise and all-day entertainment (Friday Sunday)
ů Admission to Yasalam After Race Concerts

SHAMS SUITE

BAM VERDICT | Be at the centre of the action
VIBE | Elite
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Main Grandstand

VIP HOSPITALITY

Shams Suite offers
guests a premium
F1® experience with
world-class service
combining indoor
lounge access and
open terrace areas
overlooking the new
Turn 5.

BAM VERDICT | Lively luxury
VIBE | Action-packed
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | North Grandstand

PRICES

PRICES

TBC

TBC
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For a lavish trackside
experience and a
sensational vantage
point to view the
thrilling race action,
look no further than the
Yas Suites.

WHAT’S
INCLUDED
ů
ů
ů
ů

Category 1 tickets are a great way to spend the Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix weekend, offering spectators
the chance to watch all the track action from the
comfort of private, air-conditioned suites equipped
with elegant contemporary style furniture and ﬂatscreen TVs, as well as private security.

ů
ů

Yas Suites are situated in prime positions within
the Main, North and West Grandstands, and are
undoubtedly one of the most lavish ways to enjoy
the world’s most glamorous sporting event.

ů
ů
ů
ů

YAS SUITES
VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES (3-DAY WEEKEND)

MAIN | € 1,130.00

BAM VERDICT | Ultimate grandstand experience
VIBE | Lavish
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Main, west and north

| NORTH | € 815.00

grandstands

Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
Access to one Yasalam After-race concerts
Access to private, air-conditioned suites
Unlimited non-alcoholic beverages throughout
the day, plus unlimited hot and cold food
snacks
Private security
Friday - Sunday access to F1® Fanzone, West
Oasis or North Oasis
Views of the start and ﬁnish line, F1® pit
garages and F1® pit lane (Main only)
Views of opening ceremony, including the Al
Fursan Aerobatic Show of the podium ceremony
(Main only)
Views of the last overtaking opportunity before
crossing the finish line & partial view of postrace firework celebrations (West only)
Views of Turn 3 all the way down to the chicane
at Turn 5 from iconic grandstand - perfect for
photo opportunities (North only)

YAS SUITES
VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES (3-DAY WEEKEND)

| WEST | € 880.00

MAIN | € 1,130.00
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| NORTH | € 815.00

BAM VERDICT | Ultimate grandstand experience
VIBE | Lavish
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Main, west and north
grandstands

| WEST | € 880.00
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Enjoy the Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix
to the fullest with
international premium
menus - themed each
day, exceptional
service and incredible
race views.

MARINA VIEWS
SUITE
VIP HOSPITALITY

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

ů Access to comfortable shared lounge with full
hospitality
ů Access to a dedicated balcony area overlooking the
track, support garages, pit lane and Yas Marina
ů Themed food across each day: Friday Mediterranean Delights, Saturday - Asian Senses
and Sunday - Taste of the World
ů Open bar serving lcoholic & non-alcoholic
beverages served at the table (hops, premium
grape & spirits with sparkling grape & cocktails)
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday)
ů Access to the Oasis areas; serving up F&B, F1®
merchandise and all-day entertainment (Friday Sunday)
ů Admission to Yasalam After Race Concerts

ů Access to air-conditioned informal modern suite in
either North or West Grandstand
ů Shaded reserved seating on outdoor balcony
ů À la carte menu available
ů Access to Signature Lounge & Bar for beverages &
snacks for purchase
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday)
ů Access to Oasis areas, serving up F&B, F1®
merchandise and all-day entertainment
ů Access to the Yasalam After Race Concerts
ů DJ & live musicians
ů Beverage packages available for an additional
charge

GRANDSTAND
LOUNGE

BAM VERDICT | Superbly sophisticated
VIBE | Glamorous
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Marina Grandstand

VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES

Hoping to escape the
crowds but still enjoy
the great atmosphere
on offer at the Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix?
Look no further than
the Grandstand
Lounges.

BAM VERDICT | Ideal for socialising
VIBE | Relaxed
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | West & North Grandstands

PRICES

TBC

TBC
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Upgrade your
grandstand experience
and enjoy exclusive
access to either the
West Club or South Club:
informal air-conditioned
spaces with food and
beverages for purchase.

GRANDSTAND
SOCIAL CLUB
VIP HOSPITALITY

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

ů Assigned grandstand seat in either West or South
Grandstand
ů Access to private air-conditioned club with food
and beverages available for purchase
ů À la carte menu available
ů TV screens featuring live feeds
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday)
ů Access to the Oasis areas, serving up F&B, F1®
merchandise and all-day entertainment
ů Access to the Yasalam After Race Concerts

ů Access during F1® Practice Sessions (Friday) or
Qualifying (Saturday)
ů Food and beverage services from 12pm - 4pm
(Inclusive of sparkling grape)
ů Cash bar 4pm - 8pm
ů International lunch buffet with live cooking
stations
ů Internationalist mixologists
ů Live entertainment from top-class DJs
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday)
ů Access to the Oasis areas; serving up F&B, F1®
merchandise and all-day entertainment
ů Admission to Yasalam After Race Concerts

MARINA VIEWS
BRUNCH

BAM VERDICT | Entry-level hospitality
VIBE | Informal
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £ £
VIEW |
LOCATION | West & South Grandstands

VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES

Brunch in the United
Arab Emirates is as
iconic as the Burj Khalifa
or the Palm Jumeirah.
It’s a classic experience,
one that’s a favourite of
locals and visitors alike
so why not experience
brunch in Abu Dhabi
Formula 1® style?

BAM VERDICT | The ultimate brunch experience
VIBE | Plush
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Marina Grandstand

PRICES

TBC

TBC
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Friday Club @
Trackside Terrace is
the perfect add-on
for those looking to
get into the party
mood before the
Friday night AfterRace Concert.

FRIDAY CLUB @
TRACKSIDE
TERRACE L1
VIP HOSPITALITY

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

WHAT’S
INCLUDED

ů Access to a Level 1 indoor/outdoor suite with
panoramic views of the longest straight and
overlooking at iconic Abu Dhabi Hill.
ů Access to Thursday’s Track Walk
ů General admission ticket to Thursday & Friday
After Race Concerts
ů Trackside viewing of Friday’s F1® practice
ů Premium open bar including Champagne
ů Continental breakfast, gourmet lunch & dessert
ů Canapes and bowl food pass around
ů Free-flowing cocktails and mocktails
ů DJ & live musicians

ů Panoramic views from a level 7 rooftop bar
ů General admission ticket to Thursday After-Race
Concert & Golden Circle access to Friday After Race
Concert
ů Access to F1® Fanzone (Thursday) and Oasis areas
(Friday)
ů Premium open bar including Champagne
ů International lunch buffet
ů Canapes and bowl food pass around
ů Free-flowing cocktails and mocktails
ů DJ & live musicians from 15:00 - 20:00

FRIDAY CLUB @
TRACKSIDE
TERRACE L7

BAM VERDICT | Weekend warm-up
VIBE | High-end hedonism
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £
VIEW |
LOCATION | Between Turns 7 and 8

VIP HOSPITALITY

PRICES

PRICES

TBC

Enjoy the best sunset
in Abu Dhabi from this
level 7 rooftop bar.
Expect everything from
free-flowing cocktails,
mocktails to canapes
and bowl food to pass
around, all while enjoying
stunning views of the
Circuit’s longest straight
and the best sunset in
Abu Dhabi.

BAM VERDICT | Get the party started
VIBE | High-end hedonism
CAPACITY | TBC
COST | £
VIEW
LOCATION | Level 7 rooftop bar

between Turns 7 and 8

TBC
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WHAT’S INCLUDED:

An unforgettable,
star-studded
experience in the
Middle-East’s most
affluent and luxurious
city.

METHUSALEM — Simply THE best tables in the house
with dance floor position. Tables receive unrivaled
service, with 6L bottles of Champagne and 3L bottles
of premium Vodka throughout the whole night as well
as all other drinks. A personal table waitress, private
pavilion on the terrace and chauffeur service within
Yas Island to complete your unforgettable F1® party
experience.
JEROBOAM — Perfectly located around the dance floor
or surrounded by celebrities and VIPs. Once escorted to
the table, you are presented with a 3L Jeroboam bottle
of Champagne and unlimited bottle service.
VIP — Well-positioned and served with unlimited
complimentary bottle service including premium
Champagne.
CLASSIC — Unlimited complimentary bottle service
including house Champagne
SHARED TABLE PASSES – seated on tables with other
guests, max of 8 guests per table.
INDIVIDUAL PASSES - Access to all areas, open bar
including house champagne and free seating on the
chill-out terrace. Passes are per person per night.

AFTERPARTIES
For afterparties prices, see Appendix A

AMBER LOUNGE
AFTERPARTIES

FRIDAY| 20:00 - 01:30
New for 2022 in Abu Dhabi, join our special guests
accompanied by our resident DJ and onboard
entertainment to experience our renowned party
atmosphere, simply transferred from land to sea
whilst enjoying a complimentary bar including
Champagne, wines, cocktails, beers, spirits and soft
drinks and VIP finger buffet.
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SUNDAY | 23:00 - LATE
Amber Lounge’s F1® 2022 Grand Prix season closing party has
become legendary and is the most anticipated night of the
year. Celebrate the Formula 1® Grand Prix season alongside
the drivers, teams, sponsors and VIPs. Iconic live acts put on
their best performances, whilst DJ’s keeps the electric vibe on
the dance floor until the early hours of the morning.
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BAM RECOMMENDS:

WEST GRANDSTAND
SOCIAL CLUB
Feel the vibration of the cars as they speed by you on the Circuit’s longest straight at
over 300 km/hr. In addition to a standard grandstand seat, you enjoy exclusive access
to the West Club, an informal air-conditioned space with F&B for purchase plus TV
screens featuring live feeds and leaderboards so you don’t miss any of the action.
Your ticket also includes access to Thursday’s track walk. You will also receive access
to the West Oasis , serving up F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment,
plus the North Oasis on Thursday and admission to one Yasalam After-Race Concert
(featuring AAA international artists) out of the four nights.

West
Grandstand

North
Grandstand

Abu Dhabi Hill

W Hotel
Abu Dhabi

Main
Grandstand

Marina
Grandstand

Main
Pit Building
Yas Yacht

South
Grandstand

NORTH GRANDSTAND

(PREMIUM SEATS ALSO AVAILABLE)
Enjoy outstanding views of the chicane at Turns 5-6,
the Hairpin (Turn 7) and Yas Marina Circuit’s long Back
Straight. Seats in the North Grandstand provide an
excellent panoramic view as far as Turn 3, the blast down
to the chicane at Turns 5 & 6, the hairpin and the huge
straight on its exit. This is truly an outstanding place to see
every aspect of an F1® car’s impressive performance, from
high speed cornering to heavy braking, technical low speed
cornering, and full throttle acceleration
.
You will also receive access to the North Oasis - serving up
F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment, valid for
Thursday, plus the days your tickets are valid. This ticket
also provides access to Thursday’s track walk, plus one
Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA international
artists) out of the four nights.

GRANDSTANDS

SOUTH GRANDSTAND
Enjoy a birds eye view of the action around the picturesque Marina. You will see the cars
storm into Turn 9 with views of cars approaching at over 300km/h before entering new, fast
18m wide left-handed hairpin with 5% of super elevation.
Your ticket also includes access to Thursday’s track walk. You will also receive access to the
South Oasis , serving up F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment, plus the North
Oasis on Thursday and admission to the iconic Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA
international artists).
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GRANDSTANDS
For grandstand prices, see Appendix A

NORTH LOUNGE
With an elevated view directly in line with Yas Marina Circuit’s tightest hairpin turn, a North Lounge
ticket not only offers a premium balcony seat but the opportunity to relax between sessions in an
informal air-conditioned lounge where food and beverages can also be purchased.
Guests enjoy fantastic views of the drivers navigating the newly modified Turn 5. Enhanced to encourage
more wheel-to-wheel action, watch out for some epic battles during the first and opening laps of the race,
as well as overtaking opportunities on the longest straight. Ticket holders also enjoy access to the North
Oasis and admission to one of the Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA international artist).
You will also receive access to the North Oasis - serving up F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment.
This ticket also provides access to Thursday’s track walk, plus one Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA
international artists) out of the four nights.

MAIN GRANDSTAND PREMIUM (LEVEL 1)
Main Grandstand Premium offers you a dedicated covered grandstand seat in a privileged and elevated
position, overlooking the Start/Finish Line and Turn 1. As well as the best possible views of the Opening
Ceremony and season finale, your ticket also includes access to Thursday’s track walk.
You will also receive access to F1® Fanzone, serving up F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment,
plus the North Oasis on Thursday. This ticket also provides access to the iconic Yasalam After-Race
Concert (featuring AAA international artists).

MAIN GRANDSTAND
The Main Grandstand runs along the inside of the main straight, overlooking the starting grid and the
pit lane so seats here deliver outstanding views of the Starting Grid, the Pit Lane, the Podium and the
first and final turn.
Seats in this grandstand are a great place to follow the thrilling pre-race grid preparations, the dramatic
race start, and see the winner take the chequered flag before celebrating on the podium. This is a
fantastic spot for speed lovers too as you will see the cars exit the final right-hander before blasting past
you down the main straight.
The Main Grandstand is without a doubt 1 of Yas Marina Circuit’s liveliest, enclosing a fantastic
atmosphere and located right at the heart of all the action. With a fantastic view of the pit lane, this is
an excellent place to follow the evolution of pit strategies, and witness the mechanics at work.
You will also receive access to F1® Fanzone, serving up F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment,
plus the North Oasis on Thursday. This ticket also provides access to Thursday’s track walk, plus one
Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA international artists) out of the four nights.

SOUTH GRANDSTAND SOCIAL CLUB
Revel in exciting race action from a standard seat in the South Grandstand with this 3-day F1® ticket in Abu Dhabi.
Take in incredible sweeping views of cars approaching the newly modified Turn 9 at over 300km per hour. Watch
as the bravest drivers battle it out side-by-side as they enter the new 18m wide hairpin, before winding their way
around the glittering Yas Marina and disappearing under the illuminated W Hotel.
In addition, guests enjoy exclusive access to an informal air-conditioned Club with F&B for purchase
plus TV screens featuring live feeds and leaderboards so you don’t miss out on any of the action. This
ticket also provides admission to one Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA international artists)
out of the four nights.
You will also receive access to the South Oasis - serving up F&B, F1® merchandise and all-day entertainment.
This ticket also provides access to Thursday’s track walk, plus one Yasalam After-Race Concert (featuring AAA
international artists) out of the four nights.
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WHY
CHOOSE
BAM?
With 30 years plus of experience in motorsport hospitality,
BAM Motorsports is perfectly placed to advise discerning
race fans on a range of carefully considered and planned
hospitality options at every round of the FIA Formula
1® Drivers’ World Championship, plus selected other
motorsport races globally.
With over 400 Grand Prix events attended, we very
much aim for the personal touch as a boutique supplier
of unforgettable F1® experiences. We are proud to
have been awarded Official Distributor status for the
prestigiousFormula One Paddock Club™ as well as being
authorised ticket agents for most circuits featured on the
Formula 1® calendar.

BAM MOTORSPORTS LIMITED

Unit 4B Railway View
Clay Cross
Chesterfield
Derbyshire
UK
S45 9FR

As the experts in F1® hospitality, the BAM Motorsports team
possess extensive knowledge of the sport, as well as each
circuit and their surrounding area should you require any
recommendations on hotels, eating out or local attractions
to help you make the most of your weekend. Furthermore,
BAM’s team of expert hosts will be at your discretion
throughout the weekend to help deliver the experience and
share their insight into the thrilling sport. Book with BAM
Motorsports to combine the excitement of Formula 1® with
exclusive lifestyle choices around the world.

Tel: +44 (0)1442 891500
Email: sales@bamf1.com
VAT No.: GB 977 7339 54
Company number: 07001860
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